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1. PREFACE
When Satoshi Nakomoto found Bitcoin in 2009, nobody
including his team thought that Cryptocurrencies would
become widespread such as now. Currently World’s
Population’s only %1 has crypto wallets and aware of that
technology. Imagine that mass adoption would merge with
countries acceptance and build their own cryptocurrency, the
situation would be far more different than ever.
Here is our RayChain (XRAY) that aims to connect
masses with crypto by providing a gateway between Countries
National Cryptocurrencies and their citizens. The ultimate
goal of RayChain is to create a unified ecosystem where
developers can easily create smart contracts that can run on
multiple blockchains in order to to optimise costs, avoid
congestion, and allowcommunication with smart contracts on
other chains in a trustless and secure manner. Let’s have a
look what Ray Chain will add to the crypto sphere.

NOTICE
NOTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER CONSTITUTES
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS, OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU
SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER BEFORE ENGAGING IN
ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER
RAYCHAIN DEVELOPMENT TEAM OR ANY OF THE
PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE
RAYCHAIN PLATFORM OR PROJECT IN ANY WAY
WHATSOEVER (THE RAYCHAIN TEAM) NOR ANY THIRD
PARTY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY
KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS
WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION
WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, MATERIALS
PRODUCED BY THE RAYCHAIN, OR ACCESSING THE
WEBSITE AT [https://raychaın.io] OR ANY OTHER
MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE RAYCHAIN. The RAYCHAIN
and the RAYCHAIN team do not and do not purport to make,

and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or
undertaking to any entity or person. All statements contained
in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in
any place accessible by the public and oral statements that
may be made by the RAYCHAIN and/or the RAYCHAIN team
may constitute forward looking statements (including
statements regarding intent, belief or current expectations
with respect to market conditions, business strategy and
plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk
management practices). You are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements given that these
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors that may cause the actual future results to
be materially different from that described by such forward
looking statements. These forward-looking statements are
applicable only as of the date of this Whitepaper and the
RayChain and the RayChain team expressly disclaims any
responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events
after such date. You understand that the Project and the
creation and distribution of the Tokens involve significant
risks, including but not limited to, the risk that (i) the
technology associated with the RayChain Project may not
function as intended; (ii) the RayChain Project may fail to
attract interest or adoption, either from key stakeholders or
the broader community; (iii) no guarantees that the price per
Token determined by the market will be equal to or higher.

2. INTRODUCTION
When Humanity prepared to travel to space 60 years ago
they spent millions to stay longer on zero gravity. Over the
years they found a solution not only stay longer but also
people normal people started to space travel. This anecdote is
RayChain’s philosophy in a nutshell: its main goal is to take
the best parts of existing permissionless blockchains and
push those bounds significantly.
First of all, Distributed ledgers or blockchains, in
particular those based on Proof-of-Stake (PoS) protocols, rely
as much on economic mechanisms as on technology. In this
paper, we describe how we approach the design of the
economic mechanisms that underline RayChain, a high
throughput/performance PoS blockchain, by providing a
detailed analysis of its economic viability. RayChain offers
several innovations relative to well-understood blockchain
networks such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, both in terms of
technology design but also in terms of the economics that
underpin the technology. Most notably, a major difference in
RayChain when compared to the status-quo is that
processing of blocks occurs in parallel rather than serially,
and users who commit code or information to the blockchain
face ongoing costs and/or benefits for the duration they
occupy chain space. Hence, the ecosystem design requires to
assess carefully those parameters including how new block
processing affects the fundamental limits of blockchain
performance, and how storage costs affect user incentives in
this new decentralized ecosystem.

Ray Chain will be the first International Crypto Currency
Gateway between countries & citizens. With Ray Chain
technology you will take the first steps of being a world citizen.
All Ray Chainers will freely buy & sell & stake & shop with
not only on their own country but also all over the world.
Developed by extra ordinary crypto enthusiasts and
wonderengineers, this innovative Ray Chain Virtual Machine
will be one of the historical movement on Crypto history.
Our Innovative approach meet with the values of userfriendly, high speed transaction times and low costs, Ray
Chain virtual machine would be number one choice for
masses.

3. CURRENT SITUATION OF GLOBAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Global Financial system has great damages during
pandemic all the countries during lockdown not only lost
work labor, but also taxes and other Value Added incomes.
People also so much affected because of COVID-19 pandemic
and most of people lose their jobs, some of them died and
other unpredicted situation. This lockdown has changed
people’s spending and investing habits by the way. Especially
young generation who is at the age of 18-45 met with crypto
currencies. They started to find a new way to earn extra
incomes during this pandemic. When we look at the graphs
people who opened new wallets during pandemic boomed in
2020-2021. Here is the graphs.

4. THE IMPORTANCE OF CRYPTO ON ALL AREAS
Cryptocurrency is a thriving ecosystem,
encroaching on conventional finance’s territory.

quietly

Crypto manages the parameters of the blockchain
network through smart contracts embedded in the genesis
blocks and clarifies the governance seats and proportion of
governance participants for each party. Any participant can
initiate a proposal, and the type of proposal includes the
increase of management or governance seats, deletion,
modification of common network parameters, etc.
Participants with governance seats vote on the proposal,
decide whether the proposal is approved, and execute the
approved proposals through smart contracts.

Over the last five years, Bitcoin users and transactions
have averaged a growth rate of nearly 60% per year. Similarly,
private and public investors have deepened their commitment
to cryptocurrencies including Ethereum, Ripple (XRP), and
Stellar—and a number of others across the industry.
Today’s infographic unpacks a cross-section of
cryptocurrencies, stakeholders, and core applications across
a sector that’s continuing to grow in importance.
The Evolution of Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency
has
erupted
into
a $200
billion industry, sparking a wave of global disruption.
At the heart of cryptocurrency is a rich history of
innovation. It extends back to the 1980s with advances in the
field of cryptography—eventually leading to the technology
that forms encryption techniques designed to protect the
network.

The Value of Cryptocurrencies
Today, crypto offers cutting-edge advances that are diverse
and transformative. In addition, it could also be considered an
investment
in
tomorrow’s
financial
system—decentralized
finance (DeFi).
DeFi is an emerging alternative financial system that is built
on a public blockchain, which enables greater accessibility because
anyone has the ability to connect to it. Additionally, transactions
are publicly visible, enabling greater transparency across the
system.
Here is a refresher on some of the practical advantages being
applied across cryptocurrencies.
Use Cases

Name

Description

Payments

Bitcoin
Ripple (XRP)
Stellar
Dash

Used for purchasing goods without the need of a
trusted third-party

Value
Storage

Bitcoin
Litecoin

As the total supply of many cryptocurrencies are
limited, this scarcity influences their value

Stablecoins

DAI
USDT-C
GeminiUSD

Digital money that is typically pegged to a currency
or commodity, such as gold

Privacy

Monero
Zcash

Cryptography, the technology behind crypto, can
enable the anonymity of its owners

Digital
Ownership

Bitcoin
Ripple (XRP)
Stellar

Can empower those without access to a bank to
enter the financial system

Digital Gold

Bitcoin

Bitcoin shares similar attributes to money: a
medium of exchange, unit of account, and store of
value

Decentralized
Apps (DApps)

EOS, Tezos,
Ethereum,
Solana

Enable individuals to create apps without a central
authority, directly connecting the user and creator

The Key Players in the Crypto Landscape
The cryptocurrency ecosystem is growing rapidly. Worldwide,
private and public actors recognize its potential across many
domains.
Who are the primary participants in the field today?
Private Actors
1. Institutional Investors
Harvard Endowment Fund, Crypto Hedge Funds
2. Cryptocurrency Exchanges
Coinbase, Bitstamp
3. Banks & Finance
J.P. Morgan, Fidelity Investments, Swissquote
4. Tech
IBM, Microsoft
5. Power & Utilities
RWE
Public Actors
1. Governments
Venezuela, El Salvador
2. Central Banks
China, Sweden, Saudi Arabia
3. Organizations
Crypto Valley Association, Global Digital Finance
The rising popularity of crypto is bolstering new policies and
adoption, as evidenced by the many players trying to break into the
space.

The Big Picture:
As crypto continues to gain momentum, its longer-term
implications will come into focus. Crucially, its cryptographic
foundation sets the stage for future advances in finance.
1. Privacy
Anonymized transactions protect users data through
cryptographic techniques
2. Access
Providing a new financial model for 1.7B unbanked
individuals around the world
3. Efficiency
Steep reductions in settlement time and efficacy could save
consumers $16 billion annually
4. Security
Providing immutable, traceable records of security-rich
transactional networks
5. ProgrammableMoney
Smart contracts could drastically eliminate manual and
administrative work— ultimately bypassing them altogether
Rooted
in
decentralized
and
autonomous
systems,
cryptocurrencies are creating second-order effects in the
financial world. Ultimately, cryptocurrencies are helping to
transform finance as we know it—unlocking countless
investment opportunities across the global economy.

5. GENERAL PREVIEW OF RAYCHAIN FINANCIAL
GATEWAY
a. The Philosophy of RayChain
The RayChain team strongly believes that mankind is soon
reaching a stage at which blockchain solutions, especially smart
contracts, will help people reach trustless agreement with ease in
all aspects of daily situations. Yet, unlike the current approach
where many chains are built with sole purpose to make others
obsolete and to become the one chain that fits all, the RayChain
team expects situations to unfold differently in the real world.
Similar to the internet (interconnected-networks) being a gigantic
network of networks, expects an internet of blockchains that is a
connection between numerous public/permissionless and
private/consortium blockchains to form. Each of the individual
blockchains will have a different design to serve specific purposes,
and we believe they should be embraced for their own uniqueness.
Hence, there should be a smart ecosystem capable of utilising the
collective strength of all existing blockchains and overcoming
challenges relating to discoverability and isolation. The RayChain
team would like think of this smart ecosystem as a single living
organism, of which each individual blockchain is an organ or body
part, and RayChain as the heart that facilitates blood flow
(traffic/transactions) to every part of the body at a level depending
on their specific need. While there are several proposals for interchain communications, all of them currently require fundamental
changes to existing blockchains and a massive wave of adoption of
their protocol/framework from newly created blockchains. In
contrast, the unique approach of RayChain is practical enough for
an easy and fast implementation of inter-blockchain connections
which require no change on participating chains. RayChain follows
an integration without assimilation approach, with focuses on
simplicity and ease-to-use from the perspectives of both end users
and Dapp developers. The RayChain team takes pride in
introducing the RayChain smart inter-blockchain ecosystem, on
which the RayChain team has been working hard, with the strong
belief that this will facilitate mass adoption of blockchains.

b. Workflow of RayChain
To achieve the interoperability and combine the UTXO model
and the smart contract Account model, and decouple the value
transfer layer from the contract execution layer, RAY Chain created
the Account Abstraction Layer (AAL). RAY Chain developed
optimizations for the interface and conversion between smart
contract operations and UTXO operations, and developed four new
opcodes:
OP_CREATE: create a smart contract
OP_CALL: call smart contract (send RAY to the contract)
OP_SPEND: spend RAY in smart contract
OP_SENDER: allow address other than contract call sender
to pay for Gas
When the RAY blockchain generates new blocks, in
addition to making regular checks on transaction scripts, it
also needs to check whether transactions contain the abovementioned opcodes.
OP_CREATE is used to pass the contract bytecode to
the virtual machine.
OP_CALL sends data, gasPrice, gasLimit, VMversion and
other key parameters required to run smart contracts through
transaction scripts, and finally passes them to the virtual machine.

Relying on this design, the RAY x86 virtual machine can run on
the blockchain in parallel with the RVM (Raychain Virtual
Machine), without the need to significantly modify the underlying
protocol and retaining good functional scalability. In the future,
any virtual machine based on the account model can be adapted
to run on the RAY blockchain. In addition to a large number of
adaptations and improvements in functionality, the RAY also
borrowed the concept of Gas from Ethereum, used the Gas model
in the contract operation, and optimized the Gas model of the RVM.
Use of the Gas model can prevent endless loops caused by errors
and malicious attacks, can allow miners to get rewards for
performing calculations based on actual workload, and encourage
contract designers and users to make reasonable use of on-chain
resources. Normally the address of the contract call sender pays
the Gas, but the OP_SENDER opcode allows a third-party address,
such as a distributed application service provider, to pay the Gas.
Similar to EVM, there is also a state rollback for “out of Gas” and
a refund of remaining Gas after successful execution. In response
to these situations and some rare boundary use cases, RAY has
appropriate processing to ensure the normal and efficient
operation of smart contracts.

6. DEEP APPROACH TO RAYCHAIN
a. Background of Blockchains
I.
Single chains
Blockchain offers an unparalleled level of decentralisation
and transparency, with a tradeoff in performance and
interconnectivity. For most single chains, the top priority is
scalability, or to increase their processing speed, with transactions
per second (TPS) as the key metric. A popular technique being used
is sharding [1], which is the division of the blockchain into smaller
shards (sub-chains) and simultaneous processing of the
transactions, promising TPS from thousands to millions. However,
even based on theoretical estimations of existing projects, no single
chain appears to be able to handle the calculating power needed
for mass adoption. For instance, Facebook requires over 16k tps to
facilitate major interactions: as every 60 seconds there are 510,000
comments, 293,000 statuses, and 136,000 photos uploaded [12].
On Instagram, 4 billion likes per day would result in over 46k tps
[13]. In Youtube’s case, 1 billion hours of video watched per day
means nearly 7 million tps, assuming one piece of content is
requested every 6 seconds per user session [14]. A prominent
reason for this obsession over TPS is that single chains often suffer
from lack of interoperability, meaning they cannot communicate
with each other, and therefore, operations cannot be done on
multi-chain. The lack of interoperability significantly reduces the
chance of a finding appropriate blockchain-based solutions for
many real-time problems in various businesses. For example, while
there are many chains supporting smart contracts, each platform
has a different computational capability. In an extreme case,
Bitcoin-based blockchains do not even support smart contracts [1].
This means that there is virtually no way to build a complete
solution using just one chain. As there is no one-size-fits-all
solution for a blockchain application, this creates a steep learning
curve if one desires to build smart contracts on different chains.

II. Inter-chain Blockchains
1) The scaling cube:
If one thinks of a single chain as a single computer or a local
network, it would be much more scalable to connect more
computers to share the workload, instead of building an
increasingly faster supercomputer. The following section employs
a widely used visualization known as the scaling cube [14] to better
map different approaches in blockchain scalability:
• X-axis = Horizontal duplication = Transaction routing: data is
stored on multiple nodes to reduce traffic and avoid congestion.
• Y-axis = Function scaling = Different chains handle different
tasks: this means solutions can be split into separated services
that use separate databases. As a consequence, the high
congestion in one operation does not affect the performance of the
others.
• Z-axis = Data partitioning = Share workload between each part of
a chain (such as Sharding): run identical copies of code on multiple
nodes to share the workload. Many single-chain solutions focus on
Z scaling by implementing sharding. For example, Ethereum
network sets sharding as one of the main focus of the next version
[15].
The RayChain team aims to achieve full 3-dimensional scaling
by putting emphasis on X/Y scaling while leveraging the sharding
of existing and upcoming blockchains. Because of interoperability,
similar tasks can be shared between blockchain platforms to
achieve X scaling. For Y scaling, an on-chain operation can be
divided into smaller tasks and run on different blockchains. This
is the blessing of interoperability and interconnectivity on which
RayChain is working.

2) Related works:
While many attempts have been implemented to develop
interoperability between blockchains, each of them have required
some specific changes on the participating chains, which may have
required major updates, even forks (soft and hard). An attempt in
making changes to a specific blockchain will lead to two significant
side effects:
1) a hard fork may be required to accommodate the new
changes;
2) security issues may arise when one tries to change the
core configurations of the blockchain as mentioned above.
This section discusses some common cross-chain
approaches.
a) Sidechains: Sidechain is a blockchain that runs
parallel to the main blockchain, which extends functionality
through interoperable blockchain networks, allowing a
decentralised way of transferring/synchronising ones tokens
between the two chains [17]. In other words, one can move
one’s cryptocurrency to the sidechain and then back to the
main chain. The problem with sidechains is that assets
transferred to sidechains (and back to mainchain) need to be
locked for a certain duration, called the contestant period,
before they become transferrable. Although the idea of
sidechain dates back to 2014, so far there has been no
provable implementation that is mature enough and
production ready.
b) Message layer: Message layer is designed to be an
intermediate layer that collects data generated from external
blockchains [18]. Treating everything as messages creates a
need for an extra layer to filter and order them messages.
Simply speaking, the network need to sanitise the messages
before putting them on the ledger. This process may actually
require extra effort, which would lead to performance issues.

In the opinion of the RayChain team, RayChain can
extract the essential data from external transactions directly,
thanks to the immutability of the blockchain, and thus
RayChain can omit this extra, perhaps unnecessary, layer.
c) Hub/Connector/Adaptor: Hub (connector/adaptor)
is designed to be the communication channel between
participating blockchains. Through this kind of channel,
blockchains can interact with each other to transact and
exchange assets. One of the most famous implementations of
this approach is Polkadot [22]. The critical problem of this
approach is that participating chains must be compatible
with the hub for cross chain communication, which means
the current blockchains need to be changed (forked) to join
the networks. In other words, the hub approach does not
adapt to others but instead requires the participating chains
to change. This is believed to be counter intuitive to the
meaning of both interoperability and practicability.
3) RayChain Approach
In simple terms, RayChain adapts to others. The ultimate
goal of RayChain is to offer a native and ready-to market
approach which satisfies several preferable requirements,
notably:
• Fits in with participating blockchain as-is and thus
allows simultaneous progress from solution to production.
• Keeps all the strengths , consensus mechanisms and
most importantly the security of participating chains
uncompromised.
• Being transparent and straightforward with Dapp
developers, RayChain will handle the heavy workloads of
inter-chain communication while still providing developers
with the space to implement their own logic.

7. RAYCHAIN SOLUTION & TECHNOLOGY
To tackle the interoperability challenge, and subsequently the
scaling issue of the entire blockchain ecosystem, RayChain aims to
provide a unified infrastructure that can develop solutions which
are able to run on multiple platforms, by enabling the
interoperability among them, and while leaving the implementation
as simple as possible from the perspective of developers. One of the
many unique features of RayChain is that a user can interact with
RayChain to trigger an event on one chain that leads to a result on
a different chain. RayChain is a blockchain network that
connects other networks and applications in the blockchain
ecosystem. The goal is to create a unified ecosystem that combines
the collective strength of all participants, and to lay the foundation
for the upcoming blockchain mass adoption. The primary solution
of RayChain is the Layer Based Transaction Gates (or Layer Nodes
for short) which has three prominent components: Transactor,
Router, and Executer. This solution provides a practical and noninvasive way to facilitate secure and decentralised interchain
connection, reducing costs and increasing speed.
A. Technological advantages
The solution provides a number of technological advantages:
• Algorithmic approach in transaction routing to optimise
costs and speed
• Unified smart contract language to enhance developability
• Non-invasive solution provides backward compatibility and
zero-change is required on other chains for integration
• Practical implementation
• Secured and decentralised inter-chain data ingestion

B. Important components
• Multi Transactor Nodes have access to the ledger data of two
chains simultaneously (RayChain and another chain of choice).
They
can
receive
transactions from external
chains and safely ingest
those updates into RayChain
ledgers
without
compromising anything from
both
chains.
Multi
Transactor
Nodes
are
decentralised
because
everyone can run a Multi
Transactor
Node
(permissionless) and they
have a consensus among
them to verify the data from
both
chains.
Multi
Transactor Nodes are secure
because
interchain
transaction data to/from RayChain is tamper-proof, protected by a
multisignature scheme [10] such as Schnorr Signature Algorithm
[11].
• Translator utilises RayChain unified Smart contract Language
(RSML) to break the language barrier between different smart
contract platforms, facilitating a “mutual understanding” of
instructions in smart contracts between RayChain and external
chains.
• Router determines the best chain to which the translated request
can be directed, based on multiple inputs such as current
performance, fee, waiting time, and capacity.
• Aggregator batches new updates from other chains to reduce
strains on RayChain, potentially reduce one block of updates to
one transaction on RayChain. The combination of the above
concepts creates countless opportunities and lays the foundation
for a mass adoption of blockchain.

Executer finalises transaction and balance between Layer’s
main balance. With this innovative approach, ledger will stabilize
balances between each layer.

C. x86 Virtual Machine
Based on the strong scalability of the AAL, the RAY Chain can
implement multiple virtual machines running in parallel without
changing the underlying architecture. XRAY is developing a new
design XRAY x86 virtual machine. The x86 virtual machine uses
Von Neumann computer architecture, which means that the code
is data, which conforms to the mainstream contemporary
programming model.
The basic principles of the x86 virtual machine ensure that it is
possible to write smart contracts that run on the XRAY blockchain
by making simple modifications and using many existing compilers
and programming languages. Almost all compilers currently
support the x86 architecture instruction set, so the actual bytecode
and architecture support is very complete. XRAY's x86 virtual
machine will support the i686 instruction set and will initially
support the Rust language. Therefore the x86 virtual machine will
automatically inherit the support of this upper-level language and
development tools so that XRAY can get rid of the limitations of
EVM computing limitations and Solidity language issues, and can
implement features more efficiently, such as variable-length key
values, linear memory, and bring real-time on-chain data analysis.
The use of x86 virtual machine can also provide developers with
more standard libraries. These standard libraries will exist like precompiled contracts, and their fees and prices can be managed
through DGP, which will greatly reduce the difficulty of developing
smart contracts and development operating costs. In addition to
the kernel of the virtual machine, the XRAY x86 virtual machine
includes the design of a storage lease model and a new state
storage model to solve the problem of excessive growth for the
blockchain.
D. Token Approach
Tokens on a blockchain network incentivize network
users to secure and operate the network. In a public blockchain
network, bad actors can attempt to attack or disrupt the network
for their own gain. In an effort to secure the network against such
attacks, the network must have a method of finding consensus.

Traditional networks such as Bitcoin use an energy and
computation-heavy method of finding consensus known as proofof-work. Users are rewarded with bitcoins for using their
computational power to verify new blocks for the block chain and
consensus is found when the majority of the computational power
on the network agrees, preventing attacks. In contrast, many newer
blockchain networks, along with RayChain use a proof-of-stake
consensus model. Proof-of-stake works by using the network users’
tokens as votes towards consensus to verify new blocks and secure
the network. Users with more tokens get more votes since they have
more tokens to lose if an attack on the network is successful. In
order to incentivize users to stake their tokens in this model, users
are given a reward for staking their tokens and verifying new
blocks. Whether proof-of-work or proof-of-stake, tokens play an
essential role in the operation of a public blockchain network’s
consensus model. Tokens must have some value to incentivize
users to participate in securing the network. The RayChain token,
XRAY, allows RayChain users to exchange XRAY with other
RayChain users while encouraging users via token rewards to
stake and help secure the network.
 Token Algorithm
An issue arises in that the number of tokens issued over a
given period of time will always be smaller than the number of
tokens outstanding.
The number of tokens outstanding is
𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑑
Where 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the initial amount of tokens outstanding,
and is the cumulative number of tokens issued to blocks.
Therefore, 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡 is always greater than 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑑
Thus, there is the potential that at a given price, the quantity
demanded and quantity supplied of resources will not match as
clients may claim more resources via locking that staking can be
paid for by token issuance. The use of the client side multiplier 𝑀𝑐

helpsoffset this issue by creating separation between the quantity
of locked tokens needed to acquire a given resource and the
quantity of tokens paid to stakers for providing the resource.
This can be more easily seen by breaking down token
holdings:
𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 + 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 + 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐
Where, at any given point in time, tokenlocked is the total
number of tokens locked by clients, 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 is the total number
of tokens staked by stakers, and 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 is the total number of
tokens held for speculative purposes*. (*This issue is partially offset by the fact that
clients locking of tokens only reserves resources.

Making the assumption that a client-staker relationship
occurs at one ask price, and making the generalization that all
resources are allocated and used by the client, we can represent
that total number of tokens staked at any point in time as
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 = ∑ + ∑ 𝑃𝑠,𝑏,𝑐 𝑀𝑏,𝑔𝑏,𝑐
𝑛=1

𝑐=1

where Stakers is the total number of Stakers, Clients is the total
number of clients, 𝑃𝑠,𝑏,𝑐 is the ask offer in tokens per gigabyte by
staker b for client c, and gb,c is the number of gigabytes allocated
by staker b to client c.
Clients lock tokens in order to acquire storage, reads, or
writes.
The total number of tokens locked by clients,
𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑

= ∑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
+∑
𝑛=1

∑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
+∑
𝑛=1
∑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠
+∑
𝑛=1

𝑐=1

𝑃𝑠,𝑏,𝑐 𝑀𝑏,𝑔𝑏,𝑐 +

𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑐=1
𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑐=1

𝑃𝑠,𝑏,𝑐 𝑀𝑏,𝑔𝑏,𝑐 +

storage
read

𝑃𝑠,𝑏,𝑐 𝑀𝑏,𝑔𝑏,𝑐
write

However, changes in these multipliers may have an adverse
impact on resource pricing and client-staking network
participation. Simulations of this dynamic to determine positive
equilibria under different conditions will be discussed in future
work.

8. SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATIONS OF RAYCHAIN
General Specifications
Total Supply
Pre Sale
Soft Cap
Hard Cap

:
:
:
:

Coin Algorithm
:
TXS Block/Speed :
Proposed Exchanges:

120.000.000 XRAY
5.000.000 XRAY
8.750.000$
15.000.000$
EVM & UTXO Bridge
4 XRAY per block/12 ms.
www.coinswifter.com

Implementations & Special Features
https://raychain.io is the first main chain.This chain is
currently online and still team working on development. It features
all specifications of a standart blockchain and will be used as a
gateway for other sidechains.
a. Main Features


XRAY Sending & Receiving
Using XRAY-20 Protocol (0x phase) coins as a mai coin by
sending & receiving at m/s



XRC20 Token creation and utilizing
Users can create and use XRAY-20 Tokens via XRAY
Blockchain or other De-Fi platforms which supports
XRAY-20 Protocol



Creating blocks for XRAY
Blocks can initiate and execute transactions and ledger
information.



Creating Smart Contracts for XRAY
Developers can create and execute smart contracts by
using XRAY Virtual Machine (XVM)



Creating NFT Protocols



XRAY-721, XRAY-1155 and XRAY-20 NFT Protocol intends
to deliver a decentralized platform with the tools to enable
efficient markets for non-fungible tokens and their
associated digital goods. XRAY NFT Team’s main goal is to
create a robust and all encompassing system that serves all
of the needs of the non-fungible token asset class. It is
intended to be a growing organism that lives and breathes
non-fungibles, and adapts to and delivers for the needs of
the NFT communities. NFT projects are decentralized,
invites collaboration, and seeks to benefit from the input of
the community, industry participants and enthusiasts
across the non-fungible token sector. We expect XRAY NFT
Development zone will be one of the main actors around
NFT including and adding superior features such as low
cost transaction fees and ultimate secure shards.
Building nodes to expand blockchain for XRAY network
RAYChain will be one of the major blockchain nodes for
both developers and XRAY Enthusiasts. Users can create
and validate their own nodes, start their own Virtual
Machine on XRAY Network and support XRAY Network to
claim itself VALIDATOR by staking XRAY coins.



Testnet mode for developers
Developers have an ability to use testnet before moving their
projects onto mainnet. Just they make sure to use
https://raychain.io and https://raychainscan.com to use
this ultimate feature for developers.



Compatibility for API integration and Bitcoin Core RPC
XRAY Chain is ready to interact with API. This will provide
all developers to integrate API Calls to their projects and
ready to use platform’s innovative features from aside. Built
in Bitcoin Core RPC will be easy to use and create
compability for developers to implement their SHA-256
based calls easily.



Segwit feature with p2sh (old) & bech32 (local)
SegWit is a soft fork that occurs on the Bitcoin blockchain.
SegWit (Segregated Witness) is an upgrade protocol
developed by the Bitcoin community in 2015 to solve the
scalability problem faced by the blockchain network. It was
officially implemented in August 2017. Its central idea is to
reorganize block data so that signatures are no longer
stored with transaction data, so that more transactions can
be stored in a single block to increase the transaction
throughput of the network.
Here on RayChain developers can implement these three
options for their project while they are developing on Bitcoin
layer.
Legacy (P2PKH) format
The address starts with "1", which is the address format
used by Bitcoin since its original source, and it is also
the most common address format . As for P2PKH, it is an
abbreviation of "Pay To PubKey Hash".
Nested SegWit (P2SH) format
Addresses start with “3”. From this format, we can’t
distinguish whether they are MultiSig addresses or
Segregated Witness compatible addresses. P2SH is the
abbreviation of “Pay To Script Hash” and it supports more
than Legacy Functions with more complex formats , such as
specifying multiple digital signatures to authorize
transactions.

Native SegWit (Bech32) format
The least common of the three; The address starts with
"bc1" and belongs to the local SegWit address format, an
Since more transaction data can be stored in a single block,
and the Bech32 format address itself is compatible with
SegWit, no extra space is needed to put the SegWit address
into the P2SH address, so the average cost of sending
Bitcoin from this address may be lower .
Bech32 was defined in BIP173 (Bitcoin Improvement
Proposal, used by Bitcoin code developers) at the end of
2017. One of the main features of this format is that it is
case-insensitive (the address only contains 0-9, a-z), so
when you enter the address it can effectively avoid
confusion and make it easier to read. Data can be stored
more closely in the QR code.
Bech32 provides higher security, better optimizes the
checksum error detection code, and can minimize the
chance of invalid addresses.

MAIN IMPLEMENTATION

CENTRAL BANK ISSUED DIGITAL TOKEN GATEWAY

1. General Info about CBDC
Cryptocurrencies, as we know them today, are extremely
volatile and lack government backing — CBDCs overcome these
concerns while using the same underlying distributed ledger
technology of cryptocurrencies. Governments recognize CBDCs as
legal tender in the issuing central bank's jurisdiction, meaning
anyone can use them for payments and every merchant must
accept them.
In simpler terms, CBDC is short for Central Bank Digital
Currency, an electronic form of central bank money that citizens
can use to make digital payments and store value. A CBDC offers
three main elements:
 A digital currency
 Issued by the central bank
 Universally accessible

2. Why issue a CBDC?
If a country issues a CBDC, its government will consider it to
be legal tender, just like fiat currencies; both CBDC and physical
cash would be legally acknowledged as a form of payment and act
as a claim on the central bank or government.

A central bank digital currency increases the safety and
efficiency of both wholesale and retail payment systems. On the
wholesale side, a central bank digital currency facilitates quick
settlement of retail payments. It could improve the efficiency of
making payments at the point of sale or between two parties (p2p).
No physical coins or notes are available to individuals in a
digital society, and all money is exchanged in a digital format. If a
country intends to become a cashless society, a digital currency
with government / central bank backing is a credible alternative.
The pressure for governments to adopt a CBDC is strong, as the
market for private e-money is on the rise. If it becomes mainstream,
beneficiaries are at a disadvantage because e-money providers aim
to maximize their profits instead of the general public's. Issuing a
CBDC would give governments an edge over the competition from
private e-money.
In addition to domestic transactions, the current crossjurisdiction payments' model depends heavily on central banks
operating the real-time gross settlement (RTGS) infrastructure
within which all local banks' obligations must settle. Since time
lags exist in cross-border payments, participating parties are
exposed to settlement and credit risk. A CBDC is available around
the clock, while privacy is taken into account to eliminate
counterparty credit risk.

3. Different types of CBDCs

CBDCs are categorized into two different proposals based on
the targeted users:
 Retail Central Bank Digital Currency
Retail CBDC, based on distributed ledger technology, is
traceable, anonymous, and available around the clock. It offers
possibilities for interest rate applications, as well. Due to these
advantages, a retail central bank digital currency focuses, in
particular, on supporting the general public. Additionally, it helps
lower the cost of cash printing and promotes financial inclusion.
 Wholesale Central Bank Digital Currency
Wholesale CBDC increases payments and security settlement
efficiency while resolving liquidity and counterparty risk issues. It’s
a great fit for financial institutions which have reserves deposited
in a central bank. With their capability to improve wholesale
financial systems' speed and security, even central banks consider
wholesale central bank digital currency a favored alternative to
existing systems today.
4. RayChain’s Role and Vision on CBDC
XRAY’s aim is to become the main gateway of Central Bank
Issued Digital Tokens. For this vision, XRAY will adopt every
Blockchain technology incl. SHA-256 to EIP-1559. In order to
provide this feature XRAY will create Layers on all CBDT’s. Adding
this implementation all countries can easily Exchange their digital
currency with each other conveniently. Also RayChain will add
extra info to the transaction log which CBDC’s needed definitely.

1.

Use Cases of RayChain as a CBDC Gateway


A CBDC needs a proper management infrastructure, wherein
transactions can be first verified and then modified under the
jurisdiction's law. A dispute resolution system has security,
compliance, and auditing processes. With RayChain acting as a
publicly verifiable log of transactions for CBDCs that live in
permissioned blockchain frameworks, banks that layer customer
services on top of the payment layer can trust and verify that
transaction information is accurate.

A CBDC also needs to report its state (account balances,
transactions, etc.) to relevant regulatory bodies, which can be more
than just the state of the transactions — this includes things like
information on IP addresses or account IDs. This information is
vital in dispute resolution for payment systems. Using RayChain
as a public record, authorities could directly inspect a CBDC's
state, including the details of how users have interacted with it.

I.

XRAY Mobile Mining Modem: Another innovative product
that will be used on XRAY’s adoption. With this mining
modem People can use both as a hotspot and mining device
on its home comfort. Users can mine not only on XRAY but
also the coin of their choice.

II.

Transfer Gateway

The Transfer Gateway allows coins to be transferred between
XRAY DAppChains and Crypto networks.
 The Transfer Gateway consists of four main components:
 Gateway Solidity contract on Ethereum (Mainnet Gateway)
 Gateway Go contract on the Ray DAppChain (DAppChain
Gateway)
 Address Mapper Go contract on the Ray DAppChain
 Gateway Oracle (can run in-process on a DAppChain node, or
as a standalone process)
 Transferring a token/CBDC from RayChain to DAppChain
 When a user wishes to transfer a token from their Ethereum
account to their DAppChain account they must:
 Transfer it to the Mainnet Gateway,
 In turn, the Mainnet Gateway emits a deposit event.
 The deposit event is picked up by the Gateway Oracle which
forwards it onto the DAppChain Gateway.
 The DAppChain Gateway then transfers the token to the
DAppChain account of the user that deposited the token into the
Mainnet Gateway.
III.

NFT Technology
By doing very fast work with NFT technology, XRAY provides
real life and intellectual and industrial protection and protection
from personal life,
 Municipal and official valuable papers and projects,
 Insurance businesses and insurance policies,
 Engineering projects,
 Information, documents, evidence and statements in the
justice system,
 Scientific articles,
 Investment projects,
 Research projects,
 Inventions, Brands, models and patents,
 Land Registry and Reconstruction letters,
 Election and Poll,

and especially, It ensures that military and security
information is converted into a crypto asset and stored with a time
stamp in an indivisible, indivisible structure.
IV.

RayZ Sidechain

The RayZ blockchain will built a dedicated community and a
series of community-driven services built on top of it. These include
the RayZ platform, which uses fitness devices such as the Smart
Watches to reward users with crypto coins on a per-step basis, and
Share & Win Exchange (SWE), a social media project that leverages
cryptocurrency payments to incentivise users to like, share and
follow posts for rapid publicity and growth.
In this example, the RayChain developers and community
decide to move their blockchain to the RayChain ecosystem,
thereby gaining a series of benefits:
 Accelerated development.
RayZ app will be able to follow closely the code base of
RayChain, rather than spend time and resources maintaining its
own version of the network software. Very little development will be
required in order to update the code. www.xray.ws
 New features.
As well as its own features, Sportsapp can now use all of the
features offered by RayChain – again saving the time, money and
effort otherwise required to develop these from scratch on a
separate chain.
 New network and network effect.
RayZ will keep its own services and the businesses it has built
up around it, but it can now provide those to the whole RayChain
ecosystem – enabling the community to access new markets and
other businesses.
 Continued independence.
RayZ retains its own unique character, community and usecases, new potential users notwithstanding. The developers and
community can make their own decisions about the direction taken

by the platform, facilitated but not restricted by being part of
RayChain.
V. XRAY Sending & Receiving
Contracts have the ability to send "messages" to other contracts.
Messages are virtual objects that are never serialized and exist
only in the XRAY execution environment. A message contains:






The sender of the message (implicit)
The recipient of the message
The amount of ether to transfer alongside the message
An optional data field
A STARTGAS value

Essentially, a message is like a transaction, except it is produced
by a contract and not an external actor. A message is produced
when a contract currently executing code executes
the CALL opcode, which produces and executes a message. Like a
transaction, a message leads to the recipient account running its
code. Thus, contracts can have relationships with other contracts
in exactly the same way that external actors can.
Note that the gas allowance assigned by a transaction or contract
applies to the total gas consumed by that transaction and all subexecutions. For example, if an external actor A sends a
transaction to B with 1000 gas, and B consumes 600 gas before
sending a message to C, and the internal execution of C
consumes 300 gas before returning, then B can spend another
100 gas before running out of gas.
VI. Mutualized Proof-of-Stake Consensus Mechanism
Another innovation of XRAY is the MPoS (Mutualized Proof-ofStake) consensus mechanism. The general Proof-of-Stake
mechanism does not have the problem of competition in computing
power, and the hardware threshold requirements are low, so it is
more conducive to the decentralized distribution of nodes. XRAY's
MPoS algorithm is improved from PoS 3.0, but the combination of
the traditional PoS consensus mechanism and smart contracts will
bring security risks such as "junk contract" attacks and cannot be
used directly in XRAY.

In this regard, XRAY increases the cost of attacks by sharing
the block reward among block-producing nodes and delaying the
payments. Each new block reward is divided equally between the
block producing miner and 9 previous miners (10% of the reward
to each), and the remaining 90% of the rewards are delayed by 500
blocks. The improvement of this revenue mechanism does not
change the core logic of PoS 3.0 and makes it impossible for
attackers to predict how much block rewards can be obtained, nor
to obtain block rewards immediately, thereby greatly increasing the
cost of launch "junk contract" attack. (There is only a theoretical
possibility, and it is impossible to achieve in practice).
VII. Decentralized Governance Protocol
Blockchain communities often split and generate new
blockchains through contentious hard forks because of different
opinions about the development direction of a project. These
different opinions can be roughly divided into three categories:
·Disagreements in the development direction of project
algorithms and functions;
·Fix key loopholes and rollback successful attacks;
·Disagreements on certain parameters of the blockchain.
The first two must be solved using a hard fork in most cases,
but the third type of problem can be solved more gently. DGP's
framework is implemented through several smart contracts
deployed in the genesis blocks. The basic governance structure is
that miners (stakers), developers, and XRAY holders within the
entire ecosystem are involved in blockchain governance. The
process of governance is completed by voting, and the blockchain
can realize self-management, upgrades, and iteration.
The implementation of DGP core logic is composed of a series
of smart contracts (including framework contracts and feature
contracts). The XRAY nodes contain code that incorporate these
smart contract parameters to control Gas pricing and block size.
These critical consensus parameters can be modified by the DGP
process for an on-chain software update which does not require a
hard fork.

I.

Introducing NFT Protocol

What is NFT?
A non-fungible token (NFT) is unique and can represent any
digital asset on the Ethereum blockchain, thus making it scarce,
provable, and valuable. The advent of NFTs have created a new
medium for artists and creators to showcase their creations or
collections. In turn, a revolution is paving the way for artists to
create and monetize their work while collectors have full
transparency into the authenticity and provenance into their
purchases.
NFT assets can take the form of digital art, collectibles, a
creative extension of music, a synergy between all three, or entirely
new and unexplored compositions. Creators continue to push the
boundaries of creativity using NFTs, adapting them in new and
innovative ways.
Many wonder, "Can't I screenshot the NFT without
purchasing?" This is true, but you would not be able to sell it at
the value of the original. Similarly, if you took a photo of the Picasso
it would be challenging to find a collector. Every time the NFT
moves on the secondary market, the new owner and the price paid
is automatically recorded on the blockchain, which is a digital
archive of transactions no one can alter and everyone can see. The
idea is that by having these certificates of authenticity be publicly
available for everyone to view online, NFTs can guarantee the
provenance of any asset they are connected to.
History
The history of NFTs and the man who first created one, Kevin
McCoy, began on May 3rd, 2014. He minted his non-fungible token
“Quantum," way before the crypto art market exploded.Quantum
is a pixelated image of an octagon filled with denoting circles, arcs
or other shapes which share the same center, with larger shapes
surrounding smaller ones and hypnotically pulsing in fluorescent
hues. As of today, the one of a kind “Quantum” art piece (20142021) is on sale for seven million dollars.

Brand new
Technology

NFT

protocol

on

Crypto

World

XRAY-721

XRAY-721, XRAY-1155 and XRAY-20 NFT Protocol intends to
deliver a decentralized platform with the tools to enable efficient
markets for non-fungible tokens and their associated digital goods.
XRAY NFT Team’s main goal is to create a robust and all
encompassing system that serves all of the needs of the nonfungible token asset class. It is intended to be a growing organism
that lives and breathes non-fungibles, and adapts to and delivers
for the needs of the NFT communities.
NFT projects are
decentralized, invites collaboration, and seeks to benefit from the
input of the community, industry participants and enthusiasts
across the non-fungible token sector. We expect XRAY NFT
Development zone will be one of the main actors around NFT
including and adding superior features such as low cost
transaction fees and ultimate secure shards.

9. ROADMAP OF INNOVATION & DEVELOPMENT
Q1 2021 Project Idea created by professionals and
engineers.
Q2 2021 Project Testnet was created.
Q3 2021 Project whitepaper was created and agreements
will be signed.
Q4 2021 Project will go in public and Mainnet starts.
Q1 2022 Listing on major exchanges
Q2 2022 CBDC integration to the XRAY Ecosystem.
Q3 2022 Mobile Mining devices mass production & adoption
Q4 2022 CBDC adoption for crypto community.

10.

TEAM
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